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Elastic stresses are internal forces that tend to restore the 
material to its original shape

Image source: Human Pysiology 2013
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Patient specific stress mapping can give more insight into 
response rates of cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT)

Image source:CCI, Medtronic.com



4D speckle tracking echocardiography provides us with 
mechanical information about the left ventricle



We use three ingredients to make a 
computational mechanics model

1. Ventricular reference geometry

2. Mathematical  mechanics model

3. Ventricular motion data



The reference geometry is taken from the assumed 
minimal stress state



Our reference geometry is made from an echo based LV 
and a synthetic RV 



Muscle fiber directions are generated by a rule-based 
algorithm

Bayer et al 2012



The transformation from one geometry to another can be 
viewed as a mapping



At each point in the cardiac cycle a deformed geometry is 
calculated by minimizing energy 



The internal potential energy in our system is determined 
by the elastic energy in the tissue

Holzapfel and Ogden 2009

Isotropic term Transversely isotropic term (fibers)



The contraction parameter γ is time dependent and varies 
across the strain regions (ASE segments)



The energy functional is made specific to a patient by 
calibrating the 5 model parameters to clinical data

Strain Volume Pressure



We match pressure and volume in order to generate a 
patient specific pressure-volume loop
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AVO



Different parts of the cardiac cycle can be used to calibrate 
different parameters



We optimize a weighted strain and volume matching in 
order to estimate the tissue stiffness



Parameter estimations performed with a patient data set 
show a tradeoff between matching strain and volume



Putting the model and data together results in stress 
calculations at various points in the cardiac cycle 



In conclusion, personalized mechanics models can be 
used to calculate patient-specific ventricular stress 


